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Executive Summary 

The Urban Capstone studio is a multi disciplinary studio housing different disciplines from the 

University of Cincinnati. These disciplines include engineering, geography, urban planning, real 

estate development, and urban studies .The goal of this urban studies studio was to instill a team 

oriented and varied mindsets among both students and teachers and to have a better appreciation 

of urban studies .The Wasson Way project is a proposed path from Xavier University to the little 

Miami spanning the Neighborhoods of Evanston, Norwood, Hyde Park, Oakley and Mount 

Lookout . This report was prepared to give a general understanding to the Wasson way project as 

well as collective research insight to Wasson Way project, there are various methods of applying  

 The main research question: How to apply Art to Wasson Way? 

Main sub questions: How to create sustainable art for the future generations? 

  The methodology for this course included researching various art case studies and polices. This 

is done through web search engines such as Google and Google maps to analyze Wasson Way. 

In addition to Google searches, the methodology includes doing a more refined search on the 

University of Cincinnati’s library web page. Other than online searches I used various Art and 

transit books which related to Art and Wasson way. I also collected research on key policies, 

which can help, assist in implementation. 

        My methodology has also included Wasson Way, specifically the transit and bike trail. With 

successful implementation of art, this will bring more aesthetic beauty to all neighborhoods 

along Wasson way. The best way to implement art along Wasson way is to use a business 

strategy. The implications for adding art along the Wasson way project is that art will bring an 

identity to the Wasson Way project. In addition to identity, the Wasson Way project will bring 

people of various backgrounds together. 
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1a) Every community has a unique identity, a story rooted in its past and its place on the national 

scene. Cultural development plans begin by diagnosing a community’s identity to create a sense 

of place and a position in the market place. Rodger L. Kemp goes on to say that a community’s 

identity is to create a sense of place and a position in the market place. Elaborating, that a 

community’s identity is best used to construct its long term visions, also and the developmental 

path necessary to achieve it. The aim of this research is to create a sort of identity for art along 

Wasson way. In order words, the aim is to brand the Wasson Way through art. Using art as brand 

could bring more people, residents, business, and visitors to both Wasson Way’s light rail and 

bike path. The community identity for Wasson Way will be established through Cultural network 

of art, and various artistic mediums.  This recommendation includes art forms that in the short 

term require little to no expense, but in long term sustainable enough to be seen for many 

generations. 

 

 

Wasson Way Study area  
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The literature reviewed for this proposal consisted of “Best Practices for Integrating Art 

Into Capital Project”, “Cities and the Arts” by, A handbook for Renewal” edited by Rodger L 

kemp. “Transit Chicago Authority public art”, Denver Art N transit Case Study, Rails to Trails 

Conservatory Case Study. I also reviewed the Wasson Way website for information on Wasson 

Way project. All of these materials were useful because, they provided key recommendations 

and analysis for the Wasson Way project. 

           Found in the “Best Practices for Integrating Art Into Capital Projects”, it discusses the 

benefits of implementing Art and Transit. The Benefit of integrating art into transit, are 

Encourage Riders, Convey Customer Care, Enhance Ridership, Improve Customer Experience. 

First, public art can “encourage ridership “consist of public art, which can bring forth more value 

in the public transit agency.  Secondly, public art can “ Convey Customer Care”, doing so 

because, “inclusion of art demonstrates an agency’s attention to the personal experience of its 

riders and a concern for the well being of its patrons. In much the same way that the immediate 

removal of graffiti helps maintain a se-cure feeling environment, the presence of art sends the 

message that “we care”(APTA,2).”  Third, adding art to public transit, will also enhance 

community livability, which will garner helping people invest in the resources of development. 

        Best Practices for Integrating Art Into Capital Projects would be also provided 

recommendations for integrating public art into transit. Program Management, A transit art 

program would consist of a concrete operating function of and organization led by qualified and 

seasoned transit art professionals. A transit art program professional would administer and 

oversee art program through an operating budget. The next step includes funding for a art project 

varies, and funding for capital budget usually one to two percent of projects budget. The capital 

budget “line item” for project art covers the design, fabrication and installation oversight of the 

artwork. In some cases the art project is not associated with the greater infrastructure and 

requires specialized skills. After budget, than their can be an analysis if quality of work. Quality 

artwork is usually determined by artist professionals, this includes curators, arts administrators 

and artists qualified to evaluate contemporary artist portfolios, credentials and/or proposals. 

Lastly, there is the durability of materials, for aiding in harsh conditions including continual 

heavy public use, as well as potential vandalism, which may have occurred.Durable materials 

should be used for love maintenance. In addition, show a credible ability to withstand the 

challenging transit environment and specific environmental conditions of a given area. 
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 The future of Wasson way consists of a proposed path that will spam 6.5 miles from Xavier 

University to the Little Miami. This path will give 120,000 people, living within one mile of the 

trail, the ability to network over 100 miles of bike and walking trails the ability to a network of 

over one hundred miles of bike and pedestrian trails. There is a short connector which spans 

Armleder Park located close to Lunken Airport, and there is a network of trails that will be from 

Coney Island to downtown. The Wasson Way will cover areas such as Evanston, Norwood, 

Hyde Park, Oakley, Mt Lookout, Fairfax and Mariemount.  

 My research approach for this capstone includes basically doing Google search, as well 

as looking at the University of Cincinnati’s library website in search of relevant journal, books, 

and articles. This approach was relevant for this particular study because it cuts down on time, 

since with UC libraries it easier to refined my search in order to retrieve relevant data. The 

assumptions made for my research was that I would have to research data that was prevalent in 

visualization and that case studies would be more sufficient than books. 

  The data types used for this study consists of quantitative data, more presumably case studies, 

journals and books. This means, methods and techniques for gathering data is refining my 

research using specific key terms such as “art” “transit”, and bike trails so that I can garner the 

most relevant results. Techniques for analyzing data, include, reading, and observing pictures, 

relevant to art and themes or the Wasson way project. The limitation for this research is 

specifying data, which clearly matches the Wasson way project. Also by providing a sufficient 

way to present given data. 
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Wooden art: Inexpensive, yet find creative ways to design. Artist, Wilfredo Valladares, 

explained that his commission was to create eight abstract totem poles, representing the eight 

wards of the city. I think this is a unique interesting way to tie in art with schematic themes of 

culture. Each pole could represent cohesions and identity 

 

 

http://www.aacc.edu/visualarts/wvalladareslara.cfm
http://www.aacc.edu/visualarts/wvalladareslara.cfm
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Financial Managements   
Funding  1-2 Months 

Finding Artist 2-3 Months  
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 A METRO Rail vehicle approaches the Washington / Central Avenue station.  This station 

features“Downtown Work and Play” by Stephen Farley.  Porcelain enamel panels depict scenes of people 

working, shopping and playing in Downtown Phoenix.” 

HOW THIS APPLIES TO WASSON WAY 

Apply Art to Light Rail Project: Examples  
Wooden Art: Inexpensive, 

each piece of art can 

represent a form of identity 

and  Cohesion    

Area along Wasson Way which could 

benefit from Art implementation 
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A METRO Rail vehicle approaches the Washington / Central Avenue station.  This station 

features“Downtown Work and Play” by Stephen Farley.  Porcelain enamel panels depict scenes of people 

working, shopping and playing in Downtown Phoenix.” 
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Bus Wrap Program uses exterior bus advertisement space as mobile murals 

Link to Case Study lay of local artists’ work on vinyl bus wraps 

Location:  Asheville, NC  

:  Asheville’s “Art on Transit” bus wrap program 
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Research findings have concluded that the Wasson project can have art implemented; it just 

needs to be done in a strategic way. The most effective way to implement art to Wasson Way is 

through an effective business plan. A plan which could involve the strategies implemented 

through, “The Best Practices for Integrating Art In to Capital Projects” strategies. This would 

include stakeholders who are able to run the project, with regards to a long term strategy. In 

addition to stakeholders, there needs to be policies in place, to sustain and promote sustainable 

art for future generations. This public art could also be geared to meet the needs of the public. So 

the art strategy would be adopted should meet the needs of citizens who inhibit it. 

 

       Recommendation would be to use art as a form of identity for Wasson Way project. 

According to, Cities and the Arts a Handbook for Renewal, edited by Rodger L. Kemp”, every  

Community has a unique identity, a story rooted in its past and its place on the national scene. 

Cultural development plans begin by diagnosing a community’s identity to create a sense of 

place and a position in the market place. Rodger L. Kemp goes on to say that a community’s 

identity. I would recommend that there be project managers assigned to the Wasson Way project 

that can implement cost effect art that can also be sustainable for future generation.  

By promoting “Loco Wasson Way,” a new identity and brand would be created for the 

neighborhoods through which the trail passes. As such it is important that the arts reflect the 

dynamics and unique of the neighborhoods they would be located. The community identity for 

Wasson way will be established through Cultural network of art, and various artistic mediums.  

Thus it would be important to develop the necessary capacity of these organization so as to 

ensure the effective implementation of this innovative idea—“Loco Wasson Way” 
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